
Graceland Wilson Neighbors Association---2012 Menu Money Survey 

Executive Summary 

Graceland Wilson Neighbors Association—GWNA—conducted a survey in April 2012 to determine 

neighborhood improvements members wanted to see in their community.  Residents were asked how they 

would like to see the alderman’s $1.3 million annual menu money spent. 

GWNA boundaries: 

 Montrose to Wilson 

 Broadway to Malden 

57 members responded to the on-line survey that included a comments section on the Sunnyside Mall. 

Key Survey Findings 

STREET LIGHTING 

Almost 60% of the respondents felt the street lighting was adequate but could use improvements. 

Fifteen percent (15%) felt the street lighting was poor.  Sunnyside’s lighting was rated as the street most 

in need of substantial and immediate lighting improvements (64%), closely followed by Magnolia’s poor 

lighting requiring substantial improvements by 60% of the respondents. Clifton came in third place. 

ALLEY LIGHTING 

Ironically, the alley lighting received a better rating than the street lighting with an 88% rating of good to 

adequate.  Alley needing most improvements is Malden/Magnolia. 

ALLEY RESURFACING 

Most respondents felt the alleys are in need of immediate and substantial improvements. The alley 

between Magnolia and Malden ranked at the top of the needs resurfacing list with 80% of the respondents 

stating the alley needs immediate and/or substantial improvement.  The alley between Clifton and Racine 

ranked second. NOTE: Clifton is only one short block with only four residential buildings—does not fit 

the profile of a typical residential block.  Clifton/Racine Green Alley Resurfacing request is in the 2012 

menu money pricing request stage. 

GENERAL IMPROVEMENTS 

These included:  Curb Cuts, Pedestrian Crossings, Sewer Improvements. 

Top requests were for sewer improvements on Magnolia (later comments mentioned flooding issues) and 

pedestrian crossings on Montrose. 

ADDITIONAL REQUESTS 

Residents also requested neighborhood improvements outside the realm of Menu Money projects. 

Requests include: 

 Broncho Billy playlot—eco-friendly water feature on/off switch so water feature shuts off instead 

of running continuously 

 Tree planting on parkways-plant new trees on Sunnyside, between Racine and Magnolia. 

Department of  Forestry handles these requests 



SUNNYSIDE  MALL COMMENTS 

Final question on the survey:  The Sunnyside Mall has been a controversial area within GWNA 

boundaries for years. Please indicate what you think needs to be done—if anything—to improve the 

safety, security and enjoyment of the space for all residents of the neighborhood. 

Clarify who is responsible for the maintenance and improvements to this property? 

Comments cover a broad range of suggestions from 24/7 police presence to creating a “jewel for the 

community…like the Lincoln Square Mall by Sel Marie restaurant.” 

Most repeated requests are: 

 Better lighting—shielded to direct lighting down, not into homes 

 Water source for gardening 

 Multiple suggestions for redesign and use of the mall—see comments for details. 

All comments have been included in the GWNA Menu Money Survey package. 

 

 

 


